
EIU His 5400, SU 2013. Newton Key. Mapping Case History & Initial Historiography/Mapping Case

History Paper. Due 8 (presentation, 5-10 min.) & 10 July (paper). Submit latter via D2L.

Mapping is a metaphor as well as a geographical concept. Read a court case from The Newgate Calendar
http://www.pascalbonenfant.com/18c/newgatecalendar/index.html (1774, 1824, and complete editions of
the work online) or The Bloody Register (1764, handouts), and map it using Google Maps for a
presentation 8 July. Include at least five annotated places. Then, compare and contrast two
articles/chapters or books (using book reviews in JStor, Historical Abstracts), and write an essay (6 pp.,
double spaced, 12 pt. serif font) in which you state what the debate is and how your case provides an
initial “test” of the arguments. In addition to the maps and other materials on British History Online we
have already learned about, use the following as evidence:
• Old Bailey Proceedings is - www.oldbaileyonline.org Each one of the cases in the Bloody

Register should be here more in full. If you do not have a Bloody Register case directly related to
your project, select a not-so related one and fill it in with material from Old Bailey for ones that
are.

• London Lives www.londonlives.org/index.jsp The 'sister' site of the Old Bailey on-line project, 
• www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Ordinarys-accounts.jsp Newgate's Ordinary - the prison chaplain

- would typically write an account - a life - of felons sentenced to hang on the gallows. Not all of
your cases are here, but many of those executed are.

• www.bethlemheritage.org.uk/archive/web/BCB.htm This site contains every single surviving
case heard at the Court of London Bridewell from the mid-sixteenth century up until the end of
the eighteenth century. (You won’t use this; I just want to use it in an exercise in class.)

Presentation: annotated Google map (I'll send you the invitation; add text, at least two images, at least
two mini-maps) + 2-3 brief quotes and explanation
Paper: As above. Bucholz/Ward and Hitchcock can be used, but they are not the center of your debate.
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